
 

 

 

 

 



Mark 1:1-15: Gospel Beginnings 

Do you have any friends who begin mystery novels at the back? Like endings, beginnings tell us a lot. In them 
writers set the context for what is to come and often drop hints which later prove to be important. The beginning 
of Mark's Gospel is no exception. This passage introduces several important themes which will be developed in the 
following chapters. 

Warming Up to God 

What does it mean to you that Jesus is King? What images and feelings does that bring to mind? Meditate on Jesus 
as King for a while in preparation for reading Mark's Gospel. 

Read Mark 1:1-15 

Discovering the Word 

• Verses 2 and 3 combine quotations from Malachi and Isaiah. What do these two quotations have in 
common? 

• How does John's ministry prepare the way for Jesus? 

• How does John emphasize the greatness of the one who will come after him (vv. 7-8)? 

• Despite his greatness, Jesus came to John for baptism. What does this tell us about Jesus' relationship to 
us? 

• How do the events surrounding Jesus' baptism prepare him for his temptation in the desert? 

• How does Jesus summarize his mission at the beginning of his ministry? 

Applying the Word 

• What temptations are you currently struggling with? 

• What encouragement do you find here for facing your own temptations? 

Ideas for Home 

• PHOTO ALBUM: Give the children several pieces of paper to create a small booklet. Let them use their 
imagination to make a booklet about today's lesson writing "In You I Am Well Pleased" on the front cover 
and then on the following pages have them write things that would make our Heavenly Father proud. For 
example: BE HONEST; BE FAITHFUL; BE TRUTHFUL; RESPECT OTHERS; BE FAIR; LOVE ONE ANOTHER; OBEY 
YOUR PARENTS.  Have younger children draw pictures. The pages of the album can then be stapled 
together or hole punched and tied together with ribbon or yarn. 
 

• DO WHAT I DO GAME. Let the children take turns being the LEADER and have the other children will copy 
whatever the leader does. Continue to play until all the children have had a turn being the leader. The 
faster this goes, the more fun it will be for the children. Tell the children that it is always important for us 
to do whatever Jesus taught us to do in the Bible. 
 

• Youth and Child Baptism Class on Sunday, June 4.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to help you find the encouragement and strength you need to face temptation. 
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Mark 1:16-39: Four Portraits 

We all live with authority—whether supervisors, professors, parents or police. And depending on how that 
authority is exercised, we feel either put upon, trapped and used, or we feel secure, free and useful. 

In 1:1-15 Mark has told us that Jesus has come as king to fulfill the Old Testament longings for the Lord's rule over 
all the earth. But what kind of king is he? Mark, it seems, knows that a picture is worth a thousand words. So, 
rather than offering an abstract character analysis, he paints four verbal portraits of Jesus in action. 

Warming Up to God 

In this passage we see Jesus going to a solitary place to pray after a busy day of ministry. But even here he is 
interrupted with more needs. When have you been in that kind of situation? Ask God to help you balance your 
need to be with him with the needs of others. 

Read Mark 1:16-39 

Discovering the Word 

• What different factors contributed to the ready response of Simon, Andrew, James and John to Jesus' 
invitation (vv. 16-20)? (Don't forget 1:1-15!) 

• What might be some of the reasons that Jesus silences the demon about who he is (vv. 21-28)? 

• What impression of Jesus do you get from the portrait of his visit to the home of Simon and Andrew (vv. 
29-34)? 

• Thus far we have looked at three portraits of Jesus. What aspects of Jesus' character do we see in them? 

• How does Jesus exercise his authority differently from kings and dictators and other human authorities? 

• The quiet and solitude of verses 35-39 are quite a contrast from the previous events. What do these 
verses reveal about Jesus' priorities? 

Applying the Word 

• How do you respond to Jesus' authority? 

• Jesus' priorities are clear in this passage. What steps do you need to take to bring your priorities more 
closely in line with his? 

Ideas for Home 

• Have a family game night. Make sure to read or review the rules of the game before playing.  Discuss what 
the game would be like if there were no rules.  The Bible is like our rule book from God.  He gave us this 
book so that we could enjoy life to the fullest – just like playing the game by the rules provides the most 
enjoyment for those playing it.  

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to help you reevaluate your priorities in light of Jesus' kingship. 
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Mark 1:40-2:17: The Clean and the Unclean 

"Unclean! Unclean!" The man shouted, and everyone scattered to avoid contact with the leper—everyone except 
Jesus. 

The religious wisdom of the day demanded that a holy man keep away from the common people, the "sinners." So 
Jesus was bound to encounter resistance as he openly welcomed them. This passage focuses on Christ's 
compassion toward those we normally avoid. 

Warming Up to God 

What is it about yourself that you feel is "unclean"? Confess your sins to God and hear him declare you to be clean 
once again. 

Read Mark 1:40-2:17 

Discovering the Word 

• Leviticus 13:45-46 states that a leper "must wear torn clothes, let his hair be unkempt, cover the lower 
part of his face and cry out, `Unclean! Unclean!' As long as he has the infection he remains unclean. He 
must live alone; he must live outside the camp." What risks did the leper take in coming to Jesus (1:40-
45)? 

• What risks did Jesus take in responding to him as he did? 

• How does Jesus respond to the man's total need? 

• Imagine that you are the paralytic being lowered before Jesus (2:1-12). How do you feel, especially when 
Jesus announces, "Son, your sins are forgiven"? 

• Contrast the Pharisees' attitude toward tax collectors and "sinners" with that of Jesus. 

Applying the Word 

• Who do you consider to be some of the "unlovely" or "unreachable" for God's kingdom? 

• What steps can you take to bring your thoughts and actions toward them into line with those of Jesus? 

Ideas for Home 

• FINGER PAINTING HOPE: Children can be given paper and paint to do a finger painting project. After 
children have played with the paints and made designs on their paper with the paint, encourage the 
children to use their finger and write HOPE on the artwork and let it dry throughout the class time 

• BOX HOUSE: Give a small box to each child to decorate as the house in today’s lesson. While you are 
cutting a hole in the roof of the house/box have your child create a play dough man. The children to lower 
their play dough man down into the house. Use a small piece of material or felt to lower the man through 
the roof. Have the child tell the story over and over as each child uses their own story telling items.  

Responding in Prayer 

Ask Jesus to help you see people as he does and act toward them as he would. 
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Mark 2:18-3:35: Conflict in Galilee 

A truly religious person wouldn't do such a thing!" 

"Religion is fine, but you're becoming a fanatic!" 

Such accusations are commonly leveled at Christians. They are difficult to bear under any circumstances. But when 
they come from family and friends, the pain is even greater. This passage looks at some of the pressures and 
privileges of following Jesus. 

Warming Up to God 

In what area of your life are you currently facing pressure or conflict? Ask God to provide you with the strength 
you need in that situation through his Word and the Holy Spirit. 

Read Mark 2:18-3:35 

Discovering the Word 

• On what grounds are Jesus and his disciples criticized in 2:18-3:6? 

• How are Jesus' and the Pharisees' attitudes toward the Sabbath different? 

• While the Pharisees are plotting to kill Jesus, how are the common people responding to him (3:7-12)? 

• What charge do the teachers of the law bring against Jesus in 3:20-30? 

• How does Jesus refute it? 

Applying the Word 

• What types of opposition have you encountered as a Christian? 

• How have you dealt with experiences of opposition? 

• When you are opposed or rejected by those who are closest to you, what comfort can you receive from 
Jesus' words in verses 33-35? 

Ideas for Home 

• Find a small can or jar.  Decorate the can/jar together.  Find popsicle sticks.  On each of the sticks write 
things that would be fun to do as a family on Sunday (or your Sabbath).  Put the sticks into the can/jar.  
Each week draw one out to spend time together.  

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to give you courage to follow him even when others stand against you. 
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Mark 4:1-34: Kingdom Parables 

Some stories wear their points on their sleeves, as it were. Others, to borrow from P. G. Wodehouse's definition of 
a parable, keep something up their sleeves "which suddenly pops up and knocks you flat." Among Jesus' stories we 
find a variety—from those that are easy to understand to those that are so difficult they invite our thought and 
reflection again and again. The stories in this passage contain vital information about God's kingdom and its 
subjects—for those who have ears to hear! 

Warming Up to God 

What aspect in your life makes it difficult for you to hear the voice of Christ? Talk to Jesus about the barriers you 
face and ask him to show you how to remove them. 

Read Mark 4:1-34 

Discovering the Word 

• Watch especially for words and phrases that are repeated in verses 1-25. What idea or ideas seem to 
dominate these verses? 

• Jesus explains the parable of the sower, or the parable of the soils (vv. 3-8), in verses 14-20. Put this 
explanation in your own words, describing from your own experience examples of each kind of soil-seed 
combination. 

• On what grounds are people included or excluded from the secret of the kingdom? 

• How do verses 21-25 help explain verses 11-12? 

• What insights into kingdom growth do the parables of the growing seed and the mustard seed give us (vv. 
26-34)? 

Applying the Word 

• What kind of soil are you? 

• What can you do to become the kind of soil Jesus is looking for? 

• In this passage we see Jesus both spreading the message of the kingdom and teaching about how the 
kingdom grows. What lessons can we learn about evangelism both from his example and from his 
teaching? 

For the Home 

• SOIL AND SEED WALK. Give each child some seeds and take a WALK outside to place those seeds on the 
'types' of soil that were discussed in the lesson. 
 

• SEED PLANTING: Let the children plant some seeds and watch them grow in GOOD SOIL for the next few 
weeks! Take a picture of the children in front of their NEW pots first and then a picture of the children in 
front of the pots of flowers after they have grown. Discuss how the seeds will grow in GOOD soil as in this 
lesson.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask Jesus to work in you to make you receptive soil 
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Mark 4:35-6:6: Desperate Straits 

"Don't be afraid; just believe." These words may ring rather hollow when we, and not someone else, face a fearful 
or life-threatening situation. Yet in the face of real danger we discover just how much faith we have. In this study 
we find a number of different people in desperate straits. Their experiences with Jesus can help us to trust him 
with the fearful areas of our own lives. 

Warming Up to God 

When do you feel afraid? Reflect on these words from Isaiah 12:2: "Surely God is my salvation; I will trust and not 
be afraid." Allow God to comfort you. 

Read Mark 4:35-6:6 

Discovering the Word 

• In the first incident the disciples are quite naturally afraid of the storm and disturbed that Jesus seems not 
to be concerned about their drowning. Once Jesus calms the storm, however, they are still terrified. How 
does their fear after the storm differ from their previous fears? 

• Who in the next incident is afraid and why (5:1-20)? 

• Many people find it hard to understand why Jesus allowed the demons to destroy the pigs. It could have 
been to prevent a violent exit from the man or to show him visibly that he was now free. Even if we can't 
pin down exactly why Jesus allowed this, what does the fate of the pigs show about what the demons 
were trying to do to the man? 

• In 5:21-43 two stories are woven together—that of Jairus's daughter and the woman with a hemorrhage. 
What sorts of fears are involved in these two incidents? 

• What are the relationships between fear and faith in each of these incidents? 

Applying the Word 

• Fear can be a very powerful emotion. What kinds of fear keep you from doing some things you think you 
should? 

• What keeps you from turning your fears into faith? 

• How can Jesus' authority as shown here calm your fears and strengthen your faith? 

For the Home 

• FEAR FAN.  Light a candle.  As a family write on a piece of paper all the things that you are afraid of.  When 
everyone has listed at least one thing fold the paper accordion style into a fan.  Wave the fan in front of 
the flame.  The flame will go out or flicker.  Relight the candle if needed.  This time put a large baggie 
between the candle and the fan.  The flame will not flicker. The baggie represents prayer.  We can’t see 
prayer but it can make a big difference – just like the way the baggie blocked the breeze!  

Responding in Prayer 

Pray for your fears to become increased faith. 
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Mark 6:6-56: Beyond Burnout 

Burnout is all too common an experience among Christians today. One of its most disastrous consequences is a 
hardened heart that keeps us from being refreshed by our Lord. In this study we see the disciples suffering from 
burnout and catch a vision of how Jesus can help us to counteract its effects. 

Warming Up to God 

What is pressing on you and taking away your energy? Ask God to refresh your spirit and renew your commitment. 
Then consider how you could better handle your responsibilities. 

Read Mark 6:6-56 

Discovering the Word 

• What do Jesus' instructions to the Twelve tell us about the kind of ministry they were to have (vv. 6-13)? 

• What kind of man was Herod (vv. 14-29)? 

• This flashback to the execution of John the Baptist interrupts the account of Jesus' sending out the Twelve 
to preach and heal. Why do you suppose Mark recounts it here? 

• What differences are there between Jesus' approach to the crowd and that of his disciples (vv. 30-44)? 

• Jesus and Herod, the two kings in this passage, both serve banquets. Compare the two. 

Applying the Word 

• When has tiredness blunted your desire to care for others? 

• Recognizing the contributing factors, what steps can you take to counteract burnout and a hardened 
heart? 

For the Home 

• Soak it in.  In a tub or large container place a rock and a dry sponge.  Use a squirt gun or water dropper to 
watch what happens when you get water on the rock.  It will roll right off. When you spray the sponge it 
soaks it right up!   The sponge represents someone with a soft and open heart.  The water?  The Word of 
God.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to help you to give of yourself while maintaining balance in your life so that you don't burn out. 
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Mark 7:1-37: Violating Tradition 

All of us are influenced by traditions of one sort or another—even those of us who by tradition don't put much 
stock in them! But at what point do traditions lose their value or even become counterproductive? When do 
religious practices become a substitute for really obeying God? In this study Jesus has some rather harsh words for 
the Pharisees and the traditions they choose to observe. 

Warming Up to God 

Consider your spiritual life. Are there any aspects of your devotional practices that you feel bound to? Consider 
before God whether you are putting unrealistic expectations on yourself. 

Read Mark 7:1-37 

Discovering the Word 

• What are the Pharisees concerned about (vv. 1-5)? 

• What specific complaints does Jesus raise against the Pharisees' approach to tradition (vv. 6-13)? 

• How does Jesus' view of becoming "unclean" differ from that of the Pharisees (vv. 14-23)? 

• Jesus responds to the Syrophoenician woman's request with a miniparable about children, bread and 
dogs (vv. 24-27). What is he actually saying? 

• What does the woman's response reveal about her? 

• The healing of the deaf man takes place in the Decapolis where Jesus has exorcised the demons from the 
Gerasene man at the tombs (5:1-20). How do the events here demonstrate that man's success in telling 
about what Jesus had done for him (vv. 31-37)? 

Applying the Word 

• What religious traditions influence your life? Is that influence good or bad? Explain. 

• What sorts of traditions do we observe today that get in the way of really honoring God? 

• In what ways do you sometimes emphasize appearance over internal reality? 

For the Home 

• Discuss together the things that make your family special.  What are traditions that you engage in 
throughout the year?  What are some that you no longer participate in?   

Responding in Prayer 

Now, as then, those who are spiritually deaf—whether through hardness of heart or through substituting 
traditions for true obedience—can be healed by Jesus. Pray for yourself and others who need Jesus' healing touch. 
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Mark 8:1-9:1: Who Do You Say I Am? 

"Who do you say I am?" The whole Gospel of Mark so far has been supplying evidence for answering this question. 
It's a question Jesus asks each of us, and the answer we give ultimately determines our destiny. But our answer 
involves more than what we say with our lips. Our real answer is to be found in the way we live our lives. 

Warming Up to God 

What need in your life has God met recently? Spend time praising God and thanking him for meeting your needs. 

Read Mark 8:1-9:1 

Discovering the Word 

• Why do you suppose the disciples, having witnessed the feeding of the 5,000, have such a hard time 
believing Jesus can supply the needs of 4,000 here (8:1-13)? 

• What do the disciples fail to understand in verses 14-21 and why? 

• What unusual thing happens while Jesus is curing the blind man (vv. 22-26)? 

• How is Peter in verses 27-33 like the blind man in verses 22-26? 

• What does Jesus say it means to acknowledge him as the Christ and to follow him? 

Applying the Word 

• When have you acted like the disciples in verses 1-13, not expecting God to work just after he has met a 
need in your life? 

• Is your life characterized more by seeking to lose your life or to save it? Explain. 

• In what way do you need to "lose your life"? 

For the Home 

• Chalk Art.  Each member of the family takes a turn drawing a person on a chalk board. The rest of the 
family takes turns guessing who the person is.  The person who guesses correctly is the next person to 
draw.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask Jesus to help you see more clearly those areas where you are not yet following him. 
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Mark 9:2-32: Suffering and Glory 

In a famous short story, the main character is given the choice of opening one of two doors. Behind one is a 
beautiful maiden; behind the other, a ferocious tiger. It is easy to identify with the hero of the story, hoping for joy 
rather than suffering, pleasure rather than pain. But what if we cannot have one without the other? This passage 
examines the relationship between suffering and glory, human weakness and divine power. 

Warming Up to God 

In this passage God tells the disciples to "listen to" his Son. What does Christ want to say to you today? 

Read Mark 9:2-32 

Discovering the Word 

• What is the significance of the presence of Elijah and Moses with Jesus on the mount? 

• In verse 7 God's voice is heard for a second time in Mark's Gospel, the first being in 1:11. What purposes 
are accomplished by God's affirmation here? 

• Jesus descends the mountain and returns to his other disciples, only to find them in hot debate with the 
teachers of the law over their failure to exorcise a young boy robbed of speech (vv. 14-18). Why do you 
suppose Jesus is so harsh in verse 19? 

• At the end of this account, Jesus again tells his disciples about his death and resurrection (vv. 30-32). Why 
do you suppose the disciples failed to understand what he meant? 

• What details in the account of the boy's healing parallel those in Jesus' prediction of his coming suffering 
and victory? 

Applying the Word 

• Which do you struggle with more—believing that Jesus can or that he wants to answer your prayers? 
Explain. 

• How can the dialogue between Jesus and the boy's father encourage you when your faith is weak? 

• How can this passage encourage you in the midst of pain and suffering? 

• The statement in verse 7, "listen to him!" probably alludes to Deuteronomy 18:15-19. Explain how we can 
listen to Jesus today. 

For the Home 

• Invisible ink.  Squeeze lemon juice into a bowl.  Add a few drops of water.  Stir together.  Dip a cotton 
swab into the lemon juice and write a message on a white piece of paper. Let it dry.  Reveal the message 
to everyone by holding the paper up to a light bulb.  Faith isn’t something that can be seen by the naked 
eye but God sees it – sees our heart.  

 Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to provide you with the encouragement you need in your life and to make you a channel of his grace to 
others 
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Mark 9:33-50: The First and the Last 

All of us, I imagine, struggle with the question of status and identity within a group. Where do I fit? How important 
am I to this group? Who is on our side? Who isn't? In this study we find out how Jesus turns conventional wisdom 
about status and group identity on its ear. 

Warming Up to God 

When have you put yourself before others? Be vulnerable before God as you consider your selfishness. Let him 
show you your sin. 

Read Mark 9:33-50 

Discovering the Word 

• In verses 33-37, what is Jesus trying to get across to the disciples? 

• Why is a child so appropriate an illustration for Jesus' point (vv. 36-37)? 

• What perspective governs Jesus' response to John in verses 39-41? 

• Christian history has known some individuals to take Jesus' words in verses 43-47 quite literally. Why is 
cutting off a hand or foot or plucking out an eye not radical enough a way to deal with sin? 

• How are Jesus' attitudes about greatness and personal worth radically different from attitudes we often 
adopt from society? 

Applying the Word 

• What individuals or groups are you tempted to silence because they are not one of us? 

• When should you oppose someone in Jesus' name (if ever)? 

• What attitudes and actions does this passage suggest should govern our relationships with rival 
individuals or groups who act in Jesus' name? 

For the Home 

• For one meal this week eat it backwards – dessert first.  Discuss how this is relivant to our lesson today.   

Responding in Prayer 

Look to God for his wisdom as you consider how to deal with groups and individuals you know who don't uphold 
the truth as you understand it. 
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Mark 10:1-31: Divorce, Children and Eternal life 

For many of us preachin' becomes meddlin' when it impinges on how we live. But Jesus and the New Testament, 
like the Old Testament before them, never allow religion to be divorced from family life and social relationships. 
This passage exposes some of the ways the gospel ought to transform these areas of our life. 

Warming Up to God 

Think about a child you know and how that child trusts his or her parents. Compare that picture to how you regard 
God. Talk to God about what you discover about yourself. 

Read Mark 10:1-31 

Discovering the Word 

• What differences in approach to the question of divorce seem evident between Jesus and the Pharisees? 

• On the basis of verses 6-9, some Christian churches have refused to recognize divorce even when a couple 
has obtained a civil dissolution of their marriage. Do you think this is the intent of Jesus' statement? Why 
or why not? 

• In verses 13-16 we find that Jesus has used a child or children for the second time to illustrate a spiritual 
principle. What does it mean to receive the kingdom like a little child? 

• What kind of answer does the rich man expect from Jesus in response to his question (v. 17)? 

• How have the Pharisees (vv. 2-9) and the rich man (vv. 17-25) failed to receive the kingdom like a child (v. 
15)? 

Applying the Word 

• What obstacles were or are hardest for you to overcome in entering the kingdom? 

• What evidence has there been of God's help in your overcoming these obstacles? 

• In what areas of your life do you most need to express more childlike faith in God? 

• How have you experienced the truth of Jesus' words, "No one who has left home . . . will fail to receive a 
hundred times as much"? 

For the Home 

Create a family tree.  Discuss how families are different and how they are the same.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to make you like a child. 
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Mark 10:32-52: Blindness and Sight 

The blind sometimes have uncanny "sight," and the deaf sometimes "hear" what others miss. Spiritual insight and 
alertness arise from the heart rather than from status or position. In this passage Mark seems to delight in the 
irony of a blind man who perceives what the sighted cannot see. 

Warming Up to God 

What does God want you to "see" or know? Sit quietly before him and listen for his voice. 

Read Mark 10:32-52 

Discovering the Word 

• Given what Jesus has just said in verses 33-34, what is ironic about James and John's request (vv. 35-37)? 

• What seems to motivate James and John's request? 

• When the other ten apostles hear about this status request, they become indignant. In response, what 
principle does Jesus bring out again (see 9:35, 10:31 and 10:42-45)? 

• From the brief account in verses 46-52, what kind of man does Bartimaeus seem to be? 

• Why do you suppose Jesus asked Bartimaeus what he wanted him to do for him? 

Applying the Word 

• How can your life better conform to Jesus' view of greatness? (Consider what motivates your actions as 
well as what you do.) 

• Jesus is indeed on the road to glory, but that road will not bypass Jerusalem. Self-sacrifice and service 
mark the way. What are some present opportunities for you to follow him? 

• What may be some of the costs? 

For the Home 

• Create together a list of Needs and Wants.  Talk about the difference between the two.   
 

• BLIND GAME. One person is blindfolded while other classmates take turns giving directions to the "blind 
man". This will help the children to understand what being blind can be like and will ALSO show them how 
blind WE are too sometimes to the blessings we have all around us. Example: parent can let children know 
they can give directions such as hopping 3 times, or touching their toes, or clapping behind their backs, 
etc. 

Responding in Prayer 

Tell God how you want to sacrifice for him. 
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Mark 11:1-25: Palm Sunday 

The trouble with righteous anger is that it is so much easier to be angry than righteous. But it is possible to be 
both. This passage provides an example of how our emotions and attitudes can work toward God's purposes 
instead of against them. 

Warming Up to God 

When have your emotions "gotten the better of you" lately? Evaluate that experience prayerfully. 

Read Mark 11:1-25 

Discovering the Word 

• What progression of moods do you see in this passage? 

• In what ways is the significance of Jesus' entry into Jerusalem reinforced? 

• Why is Jesus so angry with what is taking place in the temple (vv. 15-17)? 

• Why do you suppose Mark has sandwiched this account of Jesus' clearing out of the temple within that of 
the cursing of the fig tree? 

• What does Jesus teach us about prayer in verses 22-25? 

Applying the Word 

• When is anger righteous? 

• Are there activities or attitudes in your church or fellowship which get in the way of God's purposes? 

• What can you do to help eliminate them? 

For the Home 

RIGHTEOUS ANGER” RACE. Create a starting line either with chalk or masking tape. Have it be far from the 
opposite wall, which will be the finish. Instruct all children that you will be acting out “angry” situations. You will 
say “Go!” immediately following. If the situation involves “righteous anger,” children should take one giant step 
forward. (Smaller children may take a leap, as they have the height handicap)If the situation involves “selfish 
anger,” chidlren should stay put and take three deep breaths. Any child that steps/leaps forward when he should 
have remained still has to go back to the starting line.The first child to reach the wall wins. Here are some acting 
situations…stamp your feet and pout or seethe:1. Why did it have to rain? Now I can’t go camping! Go! (selfish)2. 
How could you talk about my dad like that! He’s a good man! Go! (righteous)3. Ouch! You stepped right on my 
foot! Go! (selfish)4. You keep taking God’s name in vain. Don’t you think He can hear that? Go! (righteous)5. That’s 
my jacket! You took it without even asking me! Go! (selfish)6. He’s smaller than you! Maybe pick on someone your 
own size. Go! (righteous)7. Don’t pull my dog by the collar like that! He’s old. Go! (righteous)8. You could have 
invited me! See if I invite you next time! Go! (selfish)9. Don’t feed those ducks! They’ll stay for the food when 
they’re supposed to fly south! Go! (righteous)10.You still haven’t paid me back the dollar you owe me and it’s been 
over a week! Go! (selfish)11.Stop teasing me! I don’t think it’s funny! Go! (selfish)12.Stop teasing her! She doesn’t 
think it’s funny! Go! (righteous) 

After game ends: Life isn’t always fair. In a lot of these scenarios people were treating us unfairly. Before His 
resurrection, Jesus was brutally murdered. How fair is that?? If we want to be like Him, we need to care a little 
less about things done to us and a lot more about things done to others. Righteousness tries to forgive—maybe 
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with a request to be more fair or nicer. Righteous anger is felt for God or somebody else. Let’s try this week to 
feel not so much of the first—try forgiving instead—and more of the second! That’s what Jesus felt. 

Responding in Prayer 

Respond to this passage in prayer, praising the King of peace and asking that his kingdom might be established. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mark 11:27-12:27: Tempting Questions 

Some people ask questions because they want to know the answers. Others take malicious delight in posing 
unanswerable questions or in trying to trip up an opponent. Jesus often asked questions to get his hearers to think 
deeply for themselves. Learning to look behind questions to motives and learning to pose effective questions can 
help us all to be better evangelists and servants. 

Warming Up to God 

When is Jesus most real to you? Spend some time meditating on the privilege of having Christ present with you. 

Read Mark 11:27-12:27 

Discovering the Word 

• In 11:27 the chief priests, the elders and the teachers of the law come asking a seemingly straightforward 
question about Jesus' authority. What does Jesus' reply and the subsequent discussion reveal about their 
motives? 

• The parable of the tenants is rich in meaning. If the tenants are Israel and its religious leaders, who are 
the owner, the servants and the son? 

• A common enemy can often draw together people who are not otherwise on good terms. In 12:13-17 we 
find Herodians (supporters of the puppet monarchy) and the Pharisees (ardent nationalists and 
opponents of Roman rule) joining forces. How does the question they pose to Jesus reflect their 
conflicting interests? 

• The Sadducees differed from their Jewish contemporaries because they rejected the idea of resurrection. 
What motives lie behind their question to Jesus (12:18-23)? 

• How do the Sadducees display ignorance of the Scriptures and the power of God? 

Applying the Word 

• How are you experiencing the truth of the Scriptures and the power of God? 

• How can we get to know the Scriptures and the power of God better? 

• As we seek to share the good news of Christ and his kingdom, we will meet people with a wide variety of 
questions and motives. What can we learn about answering and asking questions from this passage? 

For the Home 

• Discuss what children honestly think about the Bible (is it hard to understand, too many pages, is it 
boring).  Remind them of some stories they've learned in Sunday School and how interesting and fun they 
were - they are part of the Bible too.  Encourage them to read the Bible and if they don't understand 
something to ask questions.  

Responding in Prayer 

Pray that you will be ready to answer questions about your beliefs. 
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Mark 12:28-44: An End to Questions 

People are motivated by many things—ambition, money, power, recognition, the desire to please God. 
In this passage Jesus encounters or comments on a variety of people whose lives are governed by 
different goals. In so doing he exposes our own motivations to his searching glance. 

Warming Up to God 

What motivates your daily life and future plans? list each motivating factor. Reflect on your list before 
God. 

Read Mark 12:28-44 

Discovering the Word 

• Like the chief priests, elders, Pharisees and Sadducees of 11:27—12:27, another teacher of the 
law comes to Jesus with a pointed question (v. 28). What evidence is there that he is not out to 
trap Jesus? 

• Though Jesus is only asked for one commandment, in good rabbinic fashion he responds by 
adding a second to his reply. What relationship does this second commandment bear to the 
first? 

• To a Jew in Jesus' day a descendant was always inferior to an ancestor. A son might call his 
father or grandfather "lord," but never vice versa. How can Christ be both David's Lord and his 
descendant (vv. 35-37)? 

• In contrast to the teachers of the law and the rich, what motivates the widow's religious 
behavior? 

Applying the Word 

• If you were to evaluate your daily activities on the basis of love for God and neighbor, how 
would you fare? Explain. 

• What steps can you take to make the love of God and love of neighbor a higher priority in your 
life? 

• What implications does the example of the widow have for our giving to the Lord's work? 

For the Home 

• HEART HANGING.  Let children cut out several different sizes of heart and glue the hearts to a long piece 
of wide ribbon and hang on the wall with a wall hanger or yarn. Write words from our lesson on the 
hearts - such as love the Lord with my heart, my soul and strength, etc.   

• Take it a step further and write ways you can bless those around you. Now make a plan to do it!  

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to give you the attitude of the widow both in your love for him and toward others. 
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Mark 13:1-37: Keep Watch 

Waiting for Christmas can keep some children excited and on their best behavior for weeks. But what if Christmas 
never came? To many of us the Second Coming may seem like a Christmas that never comes. In this passage, Jesus 
answers some questions about the future, both near and far off, but above all he encourages an attitude we all 
need to develop. 

Warming Up to God 

When is it hard for you to wait for God? Ask him to give you insight and courage as you watch and wait. 

Read Mark 13:1-37 

Discovering the Word 

• Jesus doesn't seem to answer the disciples' question directly, at least not at first. What is he concerned 
about (vv. 5-8)? 

• How would Jesus' warnings and encouragements (vv. 5-13) have helped the disciples in the early years of 
the church? 

• Christians have sometimes disagreed about how to interpret Jesus' words in verses 14-23. Some think 
Jesus is talking about the destruction of the temple in A.D. 70 and the events leading up to that. Others 
think these events are still future. What evidence is there to support each view? 

• How is the distress described in verses 24-27 different from that described in verses 5-23? 

• Many people throughout the ages have tried to make precise predictions about the return of Jesus. How 
does watching as Jesus urges differ from making such predictions? 

Applying the Word 

• What relevance do the warnings and encouragements in verses 5-13 have for us today? 

• In what area of your life do you need to "be on guard"? 

• In what practical ways can we be alert for Jesus' return? 

For the Home 

• I’m Ready.   Give your child/children a camera.  Ask them to take shots of different people or animals 
throughout the week.  As you gather, review the photos.  Talk about those that turned out great.  And 
those that didn’t.  The difference between the two is probably that the photographer was ready and 
waiting for the right shot.   We are to live a life that makes us always ready to meet God.  We do not know 
when He will return so we must be prepared.   

Responding in Prayer 

Spend some time in praise and thanksgiving for the promises in this passage. 
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Mark 14:1-42: The Betrayer Approaches 

If you've ever caught yourself yawning at a critical moment or felt spiritually asleep when the Lord was calling you 
to a task, you'll have little difficulty in empathizing with the disciples in this account. We enter clearly now into the 
last few days of Jesus' earthly ministry. The mood is somber as more and more people begin to fail and desert him. 

Warming Up to God 

What task has God been calling you to? Spend some time prayerfully considering what God has for you. 

Read Mark 14:1-42 

Discovering the Word 

• What different motives are present in the conflict that arises at the home of Simon the Leper? 

• During the Passover feast Jesus tells the Twelve that one of them will betray him. What do you think they 
were feeling as they responded to his announcement (v. 19)? 

• Few words have spawned as much debate regarding their meaning as those Jesus spoke in verses 22-24. 
Regardless of how literally we take them, what are the bread and cup of the Lord's Supper to symbolize 
for us? 

• How might verses 32-36 help those who struggle with the question of whether Jesus is the only way to 
God? 

Applying the Word 

• How can the exhortations in verses 34 and 38 make the difference in your own life between resisting or 
falling into temptation? 

• When have you felt like the disciples must have felt in verse 40? 

• What consolation and encouragement can you draw from the disciples' experience? 

For the Home 

• Memorials.  Ask questions of one another.  Some examples would be what did you have for breakfast this 
morning? What is your best friend’s name?  What is the mailman’s name? What did you have for 
breakfast last Tuesday?  Then discuss together what questions were easiest to answer.  Why?  Because 
they are recent.  The people you spend the most time with are easy to remember. When people want to 
remember something they keep it close by, look at it often and put it somewhere they will see it often. 
That is the idea of a memorial.  Jesus knew that if we didn’t make a point of remembering His death it 
would be easy for us to forget. He told us to remember and He told us how.   

Responding in Prayer 

Thank God for his wonderful provision of forgiveness in Christ. 
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Mark 14:43-72: Betrayed! 

The Persecution of enemies is one thing, the abandonment of friends another. In this study we find Jesus not only 
betrayed by one of his disciples but abandoned by all the others and ruefully denied by one of his closest friends. 
All this added to the cruel and unlawful treatment by the Sanhedrin. This account reveals how intense pressures 
can test the quality of our discipleship. 

Warming Up to God 

We all betray Christ in the things we say or do. How have you betrayed him recently? Spend time in sincere 
confession. Hear the words of forgiveness. 

Read Mark 14:43-72 

Discovering the Word 

• How does Jesus respond to his betrayal? 

• What aspects of Jesus' trial before the Sanhedrin (vv. 53-65) does Mark emphasize? 

• Up until this point Jesus has regularly disguised his identity, but in verse 62 he openly confesses his 
identity as the Christ. Why do you think he does this now? 

• How is the charge against Jesus both justifiable and unjustifiable? 

• What mix of motives brings Peter into the high priest's courtyard yet keeps him from acknowledging his 
relationship to Jesus (vv. 66-72)? 

Applying the Word 

• How are your motives mixed in following Jesus? 

• In what circumstances are you most tempted to be ashamed of Jesus or to deny him? 

• What warnings and encouragement can you draw from Peter's experience? 

For the Home  

• In a letter.  Ask your child/children to pretend they are Peter and write a letter to Jesus. Have them 
consider how Peter may have felt when he realized what he had done.  Let them express the feelings that 
they believe Peter would have had.  When they are finished discuss together.   

Responding in Prayer 

Ask God to keep you from betrayal. 
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Mark 15:1-16:8: Victory Snatched from Defeat 

True greatness, Jesus taught, is found in being a servant: Whoever wants to be first must be slave of all. For even 
the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many." Recorded here 
is the vivid testimony to Jesus' greatness and glory. 

Warming Up to God 

What about death is intimidating to you? Reflect on how Jesus would have felt going to the cross. Spend time 
responding in prayer. 

Read Mark 15:1-16:8 

Discovering the Word 

• What kind of man is Pilate (vv. 1-15)? 

• What keeps him from doing what is right? 

• What ironies are present in the charges and jeers directed toward Jesus on the cross (vv. 25-32)? 

• Why do you think it was Joseph and the women who had followed Jesus, and not the eleven, who were 
present when Jesus died and his body needed a tomb (15:42-16:8)? 

• Why is it significant that Peter is mentioned by name in 16:7? 

Applying the Word 

• How can we keep from succumbing to the temptation Pilate faced? 

• How can this passage reinforce our commitment to sharing the good news of Christ with others? 

For the Home 

• Encourage each person to write a sin, preferably one that they need to confess, on a sticky note.  When 
completed have the children stick the post it notes to a white shirt.  When everyone has posted turn the 
shirt inside out.  Discuss how Jesus died for each of us, each of our sins, although He was sinless. The love 
that Jesus has for us is immeasurable!   

Responding in Prayer 

Spend time in praise and thanksgiving for Christ's sacrifice and for his resurrection over death. 
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